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RALPH, SON OF GOD 

A sit-com about the second coming 

by 

Jon Hayes 

THE SET-UP.  

When washed up 80’s rock star RALPH CORBIERRE’S tour bus crashes in the Nevada desert, he stumbles into 

the wasteland a man with a career in the toilet and a fifteen year old daughter who only talks to him because it’s 

court mandated; but when he drives out forty days and forty nights later, having apparently performed a miracle 

and in the company of three prostitutes and an invisible guardian angel called Denis, he’s desperate to re-connect 

with her, shit-scared he may just be Jesus.  

WHAT IT’S ABOUT.  

At its heart Ralph, son of God, is about an estranged father trying to have some kind of relationship with his 

daughter who’s replaced him with God. How on earth can a washed up rock star whose voice is shot, is allergic 

to responsibility and whose life is a careening disaster possibly compete with the ultimate father figure who 

allegedly created all life on Earth and is composed of pure love? Whether he knows it or not Ralph is competing 

with God for Sandra’s love and the only way to level the playing field is to somehow become a god himself!  

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?  

Ralph’s world is a demented one, but incredibly rich with the main story focusing on Ralph’s struggle to figure 

out if he really is Jesus, whilst trying to build a relationship with Sandra as he tries to complete a tour that rapidly 

changes underneath him from a simple series of nostalgia focused rock and roll shows to something like a 

religious movement!  

Meanwhile, Murray the Manager is intent on parlaying Ralph’s new found popularity – no matter its source! – 

into a true comeback, and some much needed cold hard cash, by attempting to put the band back together. This 

means playing politics with the record company who own the rights, Ralph himself who’s none too keen and 

Nigel, Ralph’s estranged song-writing partner and born again Muslim.   

While all of the above swirls, creating chaos and confusion as the tour careens around the US, Ralph’s mounting 

popularity and alleged ‘miraculous powers’ come to the attention of elements of the US, UK and Russia 

governments who begin to monitor his activities. They infiltrate his growing band of followers with the intent of 

trying to figure out if it’s possible to ‘weaponize’ this possible Jesus and deploy him in the ongoing fight against 

terror.   

Adding their potent mix of sex and social media-savvy smarts to the confusion surrounding Ralph, are Tammy 

and Sharelle; Sharelle’s photographs and films bring her to the attention of Hollywood who begin negotiations 

to fund and release a documentary about Ralph whilst Tammy, employing her savant-like gifts for marketing and 

PR, accidentally founds an on-line religion around Ralph and finds herself appointed high-priestess of the Church 

of Ralph.   

And then there’s Maggie whose teenage crush on Ralph begins to develop the more time she spends with him 

into something much deeper. Struggling to control these feelings, Maggie thrusts herself into the role of Ralph’s 

bodyguard and protector, putting her on a collision course with Murray and the more extreme religious and 

political elements that begin to coalesce around Ralph.  

Finally, there’s Sandra who finds the religion growing up around her deeply flawed, irresponsible, unreliable, but 

ultimately lovable father challenges her faith in ways she’d never expected, and leads her to truly question her 

beliefs. This comes to a head when Father Joel joins the tour as Ralph’s self-appointed ‘religious advisor’ and 

Sandra begins to question his motives, as he falls victim to the excesses of the road and begins to live out his 

long suppressed rock star fantasies.   


